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Appeals – what are your options?
The Department of Housing understands how decisions it makes can affect its customers.
If you receive an unfavourable decision, you may be able to request a review through the Department’s
Housing Appeals Mechanism. The appeal process ensures your concerns will be dealt with in a fair and
open manner.
Some examples of decisions that can be appealed are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

application for rental housing
requests for priority housing assistance
assessment of tenant liability charges
requests to transfer to another rental home
continued tenant eligibility for public housing
bond assistance for private rental

Clients are advised of an unfavourable decision in writing with a Decision Review form that outlines
why it was made and the policy section supporting it. An Appeals form and brochure will be enclosed
with the letter. If you disagree with the decision you can speak with the original decision maker on the
Decision Review form or complete the enclosed Appeals form and send it to a Department of Housing
office.
The appeals process has been put in place so that decisions can be independently reviewed by people
who were not involved in the original decision.
You have 12 months from the original decision to appeal an unfavourable decision. If there is a reason
you were unable to appeal the decision within 12 months the matter can be referred to a senior
manager.
Not all decisions are appealable. You can talk with a staff member at your local Department of Housing
office to discuss your situation. To assist you understand the Appeal process you can refer to the
Appeals brochure available from any Department of Housing office or access the information on the
Departments website www.housing.wa.gov.au

Safety Devices in your home
The Department has recently
undertaken a review to ensure
all its rental properties have both
residual current devices (also
known as safety switches or RCDs)
and smoke alarms fitted. Both of
these safety devices are designed
to save lives.
Residual Current Device
or RCD
An RCD provides protection from electric shock by
detecting current leakage at a very low level and
turns off the power extremely quickly. When someone
accidentally touches a live wire or faulty appliance the
RCD will instantly detect the current and shut off the
power to prevent electrocution.
An RCD is similar in appearance to a circuit breaker,
but the RCD has a TEST button. Push the TEST button
to ensure that installed RCDs are working. If not,
contact Housing Direct on 1300 137 677.
People sometimes confuse circuit breakers with RCDs.
They both shut off the power but a fuse or circuit
breaker only shuts down the power supply (trips)
when it detects a short circuit or overload situation.
Without circuit breakers or fuses, we would see
more fires caused by overheating, faulty wiring and
defective appliances. Circuit breakers are easily reset
after they have tripped but will keep tripping until the
problem with the circuit is fixed.
Pictured here is an example of what the RCDs in your
home should look like. Check your home to ensure
that there is a minimum of two RCD switches present
and, if not, contact Housing Direct on 1300 137 677.
If an RCD trips out you should ensure that the cause is
not a faulty appliance in your home before reporting it
to Housing Direct.

Test your smoke alarm
In recent months the lives of two families living in
Department of Housing homes have been saved by
smoke alarms. When installed and working properly
a smoke alarm can give you and your family valuable
extra time to escape in the event of a fire.
The smoke alarm installed in your home by the
Department of Housing is mains-powered and does
not need to have its battery replaced.
Ensure your alarm is kept clean and free of dust and
cobwebs by dusting but do not tamper with it in any
other way or attempt to open it or you may receive
an electric shock.
The Department of Housing will check all smoke
alarms annually.
You should regularly test your smoke alarm by
pressing the test button. Use a broom handle if you
can’t reach.
Press the test button until the alarm starts to “beep...
beep... beep...”.
The smoke alarm will automatically reset once the
button has been released after testing.
If your alarm is faulty, please call Housing Direct to
report it on 1300 137 677.

Department
encouraging
Census 2011
information
The Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) is keen to let Department
of Housing tenants know that
all information collected in its
census is private and will never be
released to anyone, including the
Department of Housing.
The Broome Advertiser reported
in March that the Kimberley was
one of the regions undercounted
in the last census, according to ABS
Census head Paul Lowe.
Mr Lowe said some people who
lived in Department of Housing

homes filled in forms incorrectly,
claiming there were fewer people
living there than there really were.
“They were frightened we’d release
information to Homeswest (the
Department) and they would get in
trouble,” Mr Lowe said.
“We are trying to stress to them
that their information is secret.”
The Census of Population and
Housing is carried out every five
years, with the aim of accurately
measuring the number of people in
Australia on Census Night, their key
characteristics, and the dwellings in
which they live.
To be held on 9 August, the Census
counts all the people in Australia
on the scheduled night, other
than foreign diplomats and their
families.
Greg Cash, Director of Affordable

Housing Policy at the Department
of Housing, said the Department
supports the ABS and the Census.
“Governments needs accurate
information to plan for the future,
so it is important that all tenants
feel confident that they can provide
honest information on all people
in their home on Census night” Mr
Cash said.
“We encourage all tenants to give
full details in the Census. None of
the information they provide will
be passed on to the Department.”
The ABS is recruiting locals to
assist with gathering information
for the 2011 Census of Population
and Housing and help convince
everyone how important it is.
This year the Bureau will require
308 people for the job in the
Kimberley region alone.

Abandoning cats is an offence
and find that they have been left with unwanted cats,
often with kittens.
Abandonment of animals is an offence under the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 and people who abandon cats
upon vacating a property can be reported to the RSPCA
and prosecuted.
If you are unable to care for a cat any longer or are
aware of abandoned or stray animals around your
home, please contact the RSPCA on 9209 9300, the Cat
Alliance on 95241398 or the Cat Haven on 9442 3600.
The Cat Sterilisation Society offers low-cost desexing
if you have a cat and are on a low income or are a
concession or pension card holder.
Approximately 13,000 cats and kittens are put down
every year in Western Australia, many of them having
been left behind in a rental or purchased property
when their owners move.

Uncontrolled cats mating and fighting at night are a
major source of noise complaints from neighbours.
Unsterilised cats mark their territory by spraying on
doorways creating an unpleasant odour.

The Department of Housing recently received Please ring the Cat Sterilisation Society on 9397 5062
correspondence from the Cat Alliance of Australia Inc Monday to Wednesday, 10am to 4pm for assistance or
(CAA), wishing to highlight the extent of the problem with any inquiries.
in WA.
For more information, visit the website –
The Cat Alliance receives an average of four calls a day
www.catsteralisation.com.au
from people who have bought or rented a property
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